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Abstract: Nanoporous “Raney gold” sponge was prepared by de-alloying an Au-Al 
precursor alloy. Catalytic tests using a micro-reactor confirmed that Raney gold can serve 
as an active heterogeneous catalyst for CO oxidation, reduction of NO to N2, and oxidation 
of NO to NO2. In general, the specific surface area of a heterogeneous catalyst has an 
influence on its catalytic efficacy. Unfortunately, gold sponges coarsen readily, leading to 
sintering of their structure and reduction in surface area. This potentially places constraints 
on their upper operating temperature in catalytic reactors. Here we analyzed the behavior 
of Raney gold when the temperature was raised. We examined the kinetics and mechanism 
of coarsening of the sponge using a combination of in situ optical measurements and 
Metropolis Monte Carlo modeling with a Lennard-Jones interatomic potential. Modeling 
showed that the sponges started with an isotropic “foamy” morphology with negative 
average “mean curvature” but that subsequent thermally activated coarsening will drive the 
morphology through a bi-continuous fibrous state and on, eventually, to a sponge 
consisting of sintered blobs of predominantly positive “mean curvature”. 
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Nano- or mesoporous gold sponges may be prepared by de-alloying a suitable precursor Au-X alloy 
or intermetallic compound, where X is a metallic element that can be selectively dissolved [1].  
Forty [2] and Pickering [3] provided early descriptions of these materials, and the term “nanoporous 
gold” was in use by 1991 [4], if not earlier. There was a significant expansion of interest in these 
materials after the publication of an influential paper by Erlebacher et al. [5] in 2001. A recent  
book [6] contains an account of some of the newer research. In general, most research on gold sponges 
has employed Au-Ag precursor alloys (see, for example references [2,4–10]) but other precursors are 
also feasible. For example, Candy [11] prepared sponge samples in 1981 by de-alloying AuxAl, and this 
route has enjoyed some popularity since then, with references [12–16] being a sampling of such work.  
The catalytic efficacy of gold nano-sponges was not originally considered however, due probably to 
the widely held belief prior to the 1990s that gold was not a catalytically active metal [17]. This latter 
perception slowly changed after the near-simultaneous publication by Haruta [18] and Hutchings [19] 
that gold nanoparticle heterogeneous catalysts could be exceedingly active under appropriate 
conditions. Since the mid-1990s there has been considerable scientific and industrial interest in 
heterogeneous catalysis by very small (<4 nm) gold nanoparticles. Commercial interest in the 
nanoparticle catalysts has been sustained by their high activity for CO oxidation [20], even at 
temperatures below 300 K [21], their capability to enhance selective oxidation of propene [22], and 
their promotion of the water-gas shift reaction at reduced temperatures [23], to cite merely a few 
technologically-useful examples. 
The mechanism of catalysis by gold nanoparticles was believed to involve an electronic  
interaction between metallic nanoparticle and a suitable oxide substrate, and also appeared to require  
a quantum-confined band structure in the gold nanoparticle [17,24]. The latter factor placed an upper 
limit of about 4 nm on the size of catalytic Au nanoparticles (for greater diameters, Au nanoparticles 
will have electronic properties very similar to those of bulk gold, which is not a catalyst). Since pure, 
percolated gold nano-sponges have neither the oxide substrate nor the quantum confinement of small 
nanoparticles, they were not generally thought to be hold any potential as catalysts [20]. However, in 
2000, nanoporous gold sponge prepared from Au-Al precursors was found to be a potent catalyst for CO 
oxidation, NO reduction and NO oxidation. For commercial reasons that work was patented [25] rather 
than formally published, but aspects of it were publically revealed and discussed at conferences [26–28]. 
Sponges prepared by de-alloying alloys of the target metal with aluminum are often known as 
Raney metal sponges in honor of Raney’s pioneering work [29] on porous nickel catalysts in 1927; the 
gold catalysts prepared by this route can be considered to be an example of “Raney gold” and, as such, 
analogous to other catalysts like “Raney Nickel®” or “Raney copper” [30]. In terms of the IUPAC 
“gold book” of chemical terminology [31], however, these materials are more correctly described as 
“mesoporous sponges” since their pore size is in the 2 to 50 nm range. Our “Raney 
gold”/mesoporous/nanoporous sponge samples were prepared by alkaline de-alloying AuAl2 (“purple 
gold” [32]) and, when combined with a suitable support, proved to be effective at CO oxidation and 
both oxidation and reduction of NO [26]. So far, however, they have failed to find a commercial 
market due to their relatively high gold content and, hence, cost. 
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Since then, further examples of the catalytic efficacy of nanoporous Au have been reported, mostly 
in sponges prepared from AuxAg alloys [33–35]. There have been several subsequent studies of these 
materials as catalysts for reactions as diverse as CO oxidation [33,35] and oxidative coupling of 
methanol to methyl formate [36]. In general, however, there is evidence that the catalytic activity in the 
nanoporous gold produced from (Au, Ag) precursors is correlated with the small quantity of Ag 
remaining after de-alloying rather than to the gold on its own [36–38]. In the present paper we 
concentrate on the properties of Raney gold rather than the sponge produced from (Au, Ag). In this 
case, confusion from any possible role of Ag does not arise. Actually, Raney gold may have 
applications beyond catalysis and, for example, has been studied for use in applications requiring 
spectrally-selective coatings [3], capacitive biosensors [4], or even as the basis of an ultra-efficient 
supercapacitor [5]. 
2. Experimental Section 
2.1. Manufacture of Raney Gold Catalyst Powders and Thin Films 
Samples of AuAlx, where x ≈ 2, were produced by vacuum-arc melting (bulk samples) or by 
magnetron sputtering (thin-film samples). In some cases alloying element additions were made to the 
precursor; for example, the effect of Fe was tested by making a 5 wt % Fe addition to the AuAlx melt. 
The bulk samples were then dry milled to powder using a Sieb mill (Siebtechnik GmbH, Mülheim an 
der Ruhr, Germany), followed by further reduction in alcohol in a “micronizing” mill. Powders were 
either milled as-is, or together with a catalytic support, such as hopcalite (a 3:1 mixture of MnO2 and 
CuO) or Co3O4. After milling, the powders were sized by sieving and the 2 to 5 μm fraction used. 
Catalytic efficacy was tested courtesy of former colleagues at Project Autek of Mintek (see 
Acknowledgements). A fixed-bed, stainless steel micro-reactor equipped with a temperature-controlled 
reaction chamber was loaded with 0.5 g catalyst at a time. Oxidation of CO was tested in a gas stream 
of 1% CO in air. In the case of the Raney gold/hopcalite catalyst the gas was flowed through the  
micro-reactor at a space velocity (SV) of 9 L·g−1cat·h−1. Two comparators were also tested:  
standard hopcalite and hopcalite on which Au nanoparticles had been precipitated by aqueous 
“deposition-precipitation”. In the case of Raney gold sponge, with and without Fe additions, SV’s 18 
and 36 L·g-1cat·h−1 were used, due to the higher activity of these catalysts. Gas composition was 
controlled by mass flow controllers while reaction products were analyzed by a Shimadzu 17A  
gas chromatograph (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). 
The effect of the de-alloying conditions was also assessed. For powder produced from the bulk 
samples, NaOH with concentrations of between 0.5 and 2 M is suitable, but the most active catalysts 
were obtained with 1 M NaOH, temperatures below 8 °C, and de-alloying times of the order of a day. 
Under these circumstances less than 5 at. % Al remained in the catalyst. However, even better activity 
and durability was obtained by milling the AuAl2 precursor together with a transition metal oxide like 
Co3O4 before de-alloying, or alternatively adding promoting elements such as Fe into the AuAl2 
precursor when it was first melted.  
Thin film samples were de-alloyed with 0.1 or 0.2 M NaOH for about 1 to 4 min. They were quite 
fragile and de-alloying for too long led to the samples floating off their glass substrates. The Al 
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contents of the precursor Au-Al films were in the range of 65 to 75 at.%. After the three minutes of  
de-alloying, the Al contents of these samples were in the range of 15 ± 5 at.% Al. Thin films produced 
by deposition at ~300 °C had a very much rougher surface than those deposited at room temperature 
due to the growth of AuAl2 crystals on the surface. They also de-alloyed more rapidly, probably due to 
their greater surface area. 
2.2. Modelling of Coarsening Using Metropolis Monte Carlo Method 
The de-alloying process and subsequent coarsening of the sponge were modelled by an off-lattice 
Metropolis Monte Carlo code. Some background information on the code is available elsewhere [39]. 
Briefly, the problem of determining atom neighbors in an off-lattice simulation was solved by hashing 
atomic positions to a large 3D integer hash array. De-alloying was achieved using a stochastic cellular 
automaton [40] that, in this case, randomly removed surface Al atoms. Relaxation of the structure was 
achieved using a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. The LJ 12-6 potential was used with a cut off at 2.5 LJ 
length units. (It is convenient to use a dimensionless system of units in these simulations. In LJ units, 
the distance at which the interatomic potential is most negative is 1.0 LJ length units and the depth of 
the energy well is 1.0 LJ energy units. Temperature is measured in energy units and, for example, 
melting of a face-centered cubic lattice occurs at T ≈ 0.75. Time is measured in “sweeps”, where one 
sweep has elapsed when, on average, each atom in the simulation has been selected once by the Monte 
Carlo loop.) The precursor crystals were face-centered cubic with 100,000 randomly distributed Al and 
Au atoms, placed on an inert, horizontal substrate. The simulation volume corresponded approximately 
to a 8.7 × 6.3 × 6.3 nm cuboid. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in the plane of the 
substrate but the lower and upper bounds of the simulation in the vertical direction were made to be 
impermeable. The simulations were run a high performance computing cluster or on a high 
performance desktop. The program was written for FPC (Free Pascal Compiler) which compiles to fast 
native code on Linux, Windows or Mac systems. 
Curvature of the resulting sponges was determined by an algorithm that identified surface atoms, 
and which then fitted biquadratic surface patches centered on selected surface atoms. Average “mean 
curvature”, <M> in units of LJ length−1, and average “Gaussian curvature”, <G> in units of LJ length-2, 
were obtained from 5000 randomly selected patches per sponge. An individual negative mean 
curvature implies a hole or concavity in the solid, a positive mean curvature corresponds to a solid 
sphere or convex protrusion. An individual negative Gaussian curvature implies that the surface has a 
saddle point in the vicinity of the chosen surface atom. A positive Gaussian curvature could 
correspond to either a solid sphere or a hole. Use of the <M> or <G> provided an indication of the 
sponge’s average morphology. 
2.3. Analysis of Coarsening Using in Situ Optical Measurements 
Samples of Raney gold sponge were subjected to coarsening heat treatments while their optical 
properties were monitored in situ. Large changes in the morphology of the sponge during heating 
experiments were readily detected by changes in the reflectance of the sample, determined using an 
Ocean Optics USB 2000 (340–1020 nm) spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA) and a 
tungsten halogen light source, at an angle of about 30° off vertical. The sponges gradually develop a 
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yellow color on heating, which is detectable by eye once coarsening has proceeded sufficiently. The 
more subtle changes in the sponge morphology that preceded the development of the yellow color 
were followed by measuring the amplitude ratio ψ between incoming and outgoing polarized radiation 
using a V-VASE Ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE, USA) In this case the sample was 
ramped at 10 °C·min−1 to a series of set-point temperatures. Optical measurements were taken with a 
one minute dwell time at each temperature, up to 100 °C. The sample was then held at 100 °C for all 
further measurements. The changes in reflectance and ψ were used merely as indicators that some kind 
of geometric change was occurring in the sponge, and we did not attempt to obtain a quantitative 
relationship between the optical proxies and actual geometric changes in morphology of the sponge. 
The coarsening experiments were performed in air. Scanning electron microscope images of the 
sponges were taken using “in lens” mode on a Zeiss Supra 55 VP (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Morphology of Nanoporous Raney Gold Sponge 
In our work, de-alloying of homogeneous AuAlx precursors produced sponge types varying from 
“pinhole” to isotropic foamy to skeletal (see Figure 1). Foamy sponges consist of interconnected 
spherical pores within a solid matrix. This is marked contrast to the sponges produced by de-alloying 
Au-Ag alloys, which are isotropic fibrous sponges consisting of a classic bi-continuous network of 
interpenetrating channels and ligaments [1,2,4–10]. Fibrous sponges have also been produced from 
Au-Al precursors by other workers [15], however, so the controlling factor is clearly not just the 
precursor composition and clearly also involves the manner in which de-alloying was performed. 
Certainly, it is known that the nature of the de-alloying solution has a major effect on the surface 
diffusivity of the Au atoms [1] and we believe that foam sponges are favored by the use of dilute 
NaOH. In prior work we have been able to produce both kinds of sponge from the same composition 
range of PtxAl precursors [39]. The two kinds of sponge––foamy and fibrous––are correlated with quite 
different mathematical characteristics; the former is characterized by an average “mean curvature” that is 
negative but an average “Gaussian curvature” that is positive, whereas the fibrous type of sponge has a 
positive average mean curvature and, on average, a Gaussian curvature that straddles zero [39]. 
Raney gold produced from bulk material contains about 5 at.% residual Al after 40 h of de-alloying 
in 1 M NaOH. In contrast, sponges produced by de-alloying thin films for 3 min in 0.1 or  
0.2 M NaOH contain of the order of 15 at.% Al. Either way, the ligaments of these sponges are 
between 3 and 11 nm thick (high resolution SEM) with a pore diameter in the 5 to 20 nm range. This is 
in good agreement with a previously reported [27] average crystallite size of 7 nm (found from the 
Scherrer equation and X-ray diffraction) and an average pore size of 12 ± 5 nm [12]. Note that, if 
desired, the material can be prepared to have a bimodal distribution of pores clustered around the  
10 nm and 30 nm sizes [41] by arranging for the precursor to contain a dual-phase microstructure. 
Freshly de-alloyed Raney gold produced from the bulk samples has a BET surface area of the order of  
20 m2·g−1. This is about double the BET surface area reported1 for the nanoporous sponge produced by 
de-alloying AuxAg. 
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It was also noticed that magnetron deposition onto a high-temperature substrate produces a 
precursor with a very rough surface, due to the formation of crystals of AuAl2 that grow out of the 
plane. Similar phenomena occur in the Pt-Al system [39]. When these protruding crystals are  
de-alloyed, a bimodal morphology is produced, with the crystals generating a different type of sponge 
to the underlying material (see Section 3.3). This strategy provides an additional way to tune the 
sponge morphology and increase its surface area. 
 
Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope images of nanoporous sponges prepared in Au by 
de-alloying AuAl2, (a) thin film showing irregularly-shaped ligaments and pores (image 
courtesy of Dr. A Maaroof, 0.2 M NaOH, ~3 min); (b) de-alloyed bulk AuAl2 showing 
foamy sponge (0.1 M NaOH, room temperature, 30 min); (c) sponge with skeletal 
morphology produced from a 72 at.% Al precursor (0.1 M NaOH, 2 min); (d) “pinhole”-type 
sponge produced from a 66 at.% Al precursor (0.1 M NaOH, 4 min). 
3.2. Catalysis by Raney Gold 
The catalytic efficacy of these materials varied widely. Some prior information on our Raney gold 
catalysts was made available in conference talks and patents [25–28].  
Oxidation of CO was initially rapid for both the standard hopcalite comparator and for the two gold 
catalysts tested (gold nanoparticles on hopcalite, and gold sponge mechanically mixed with hopcalite). 
At 60 °C, conversion for all three types was initially about 90%. The activity of Au-free hopcalite 
decreased over time, a well-known phenomenon [42] that is apparently due to poisoning by H2O. After 
10 h, the pure hopcalite catalyst could only convert 50% of the CO. A hopcalite/gold nanoparticle 
catalyst prepared by deposition-precipitation fared better and was still converting 70% of the CO after 
10 h. In contrast, the hopcalite/gold sponge catalyst delivered outstanding performance, retaining its  
90% conversion rate for the 18 h of the experiment. Conversion at 20 h was improved from 85% to  
98% by increasing the loading of the Raney gold on the hopcalite from 1 wt % to 5 wt %, however, the 
increased cost of the higher gold loading would make this a doubtful proposition in a  
commercial application. 
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Since hopcalite is already a catalyst for CO conversion, the role of the Au is merely to improve an 
existing functionality further. Therefore, nanoporous gold sponges were also tested in the absence of 
hopcalite (see Figure 2). Performance of a pure gold sponge was relatively poor under these 
conditions, but that of a AuAl2 + 5 at.% Fe precursor was markedly better. Even better performance 
was obtained by pre-oxidizing the Fe in the AuAl2/Fe precursor alloy powder for ~12 h in air at  
200 °C, prior to de-alloying. This sample was so active that it had to be tested at twice the space 
velocity of the other two, yet it still produced much better conversion efficiencies. XPS analysis of this 
very active sample indicated that, in addition to Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2 peaks due to Au at 84.1 ± 0.1 eV 
and 87.7 ± 0.1 eV, additional peaks appeared at 86.4 ± 0.1 eV and 89.9 ± 0.1 eV after 23 h of testing in 
the 1% CO/air mixture. These new peaks correspond to those of Au2O3 [43], which evidently formed 
while the catalyst was on stream. This is an unexpected finding. The XPS also indicated that most Fe 
was likely present as Fe3+, which is as expected. 
 
Figure 2. Conversion of 1% CO––air mixture over (i) pure mesoporous Au at 60 °C;  
(ii) mesoporous Au/Fe at 60 °C and (iii) mesoporous Au/Fe at 60 °C after 12 h of oxidation 
at 200 °C (space velocity at 60 °C was 18 L·g−1·h−1 for curves (i) and (ii), and 36 L·g−1·h−1 
for curve (iii)) (data courtesy of Project AuTEK, Mintek, South Africa). 
The excellent performance of Fe-doped Raney gold catalysts for CO oxidation presumably arises 
from similar factors to those that make Au/Fe2O3 catalysts so active [20,43] for this reaction. 
Specifically, the mechanism of catalysis hypothesized [20] by Bond and Thompson holds that catalysis 
in Au0/MxOy systems requires [21] a perimeter region of Auδ+ species to act as a bridge between the 
Au0 and the MxOy support. In this respect, the probable presence of Au2O3 on the surface of the most 
active of the three Raney gold samples above is supportive of the hypothesis. Note, in contrast, that the 
mechanism proposed earlier by Haruta [21,38] requires only that Au0 be bound at an atomic level to 
the MxOy. 
The conversion efficiency of these catalysts showed a complicated behavior with time. We will 
return to this point later. 
The catalytic conversion data for CO show two opposing effects. First, there is a very rapid fall off 
in efficacy with time at 60 °C and indeed, in some trials, efficacy begins at zero. Opposing this fall off 
is a time-dependent increase in conversion in the catalysts containing Fe. We suggest that the initial 
fall off in conversion efficiency is due to the coarsening of the nanoporous gold sponge, even at 
temperatures below 100 °C. The coarsening removes asperities in the sponge and causes a decrease in 
specific surface area with time. Coarsening in Au sponges is abetted by the relatively high surface 
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tension [44] of metallic gold and has been recognized as a problem in these materials [45]. It is 
possible that it could be retarded by alloying with a third element such as Pt [45] or by deliberate 
generation of a refractory surface oxide like Al2O3 [41]. In the present instance, however, the purely 
physical effect of coarsening is opposed by some chemical phenomenon involving Fe, in terms of 
which activity increases over time. We suspect that this may involve the development of domains of 
catalytically-active nanoporous FexO on the catalyst surface but further work is required to verify this. 
3.3. Coarsening of Raney Gold Sponges 
Information on the coarsening behavior of Raney gold sponge was acquired using optical 
measurements applied to a range of thin film samples. First, we exploited the color change that 
occurred on coarsening. Freshly de-alloyed Raney gold has a very flat spectral response in the visible 
part of the spectrum [46], and is basically “black”. However, as it coarsens, the reflectance at longer 
wavelengths rises, while that at shorter wavelengths decreases. In the limit, these trends would give the 
~550 nm absorption edge and famous yellow color of bulk gold. The change can be captured as the 
difference in reflectance between that at 660 nm and that at 520 nm. In Figure 3 we show this 
parameter for a thin film of Raney gold ramped at 6 °C·min−1. It is clear that significant changes 
occurred in the morphology of the sponge as the temperature rose above 100 °C and that it had 
acquired an absorption edge by about 250 °C. 
 
Figure 3. Development of an optical absorption edge in a thin film of gold sponge 
determined in situ while ramped at 6 °C·min−1. The sponge coarsens quite rapidly above  
100 °C. A sigmoidal model (Richard’s model, solid line) and 95% confidence interval 
(dashed lines) have been fitted to guide the eye. Sample deposited as 76 at.% Al and  
de-alloyed in 0.2 M NaOH. 
A more sensitive indication of the change in sponge morphology can be obtained by using the  
ψ value from ellipsometric measurements which is sensitive to the optical properties of the sponge. In 
the present context this parameter can be considered to be merely an indirect proxy for morphological 
changes in the sponge: a change in ψ is indicative of a change in the effective refractive of the sponge 
and, hence, of its structure. The variation of ψ with temperature is shown in Figure 4a. (The precursor 
for this particular sponge was deposited with ~66 at.% Al at ~300 °C and is an example of a sponge 
with a “rough” surface, as discussed in Section 3.1.) It is clear that, for these conditions, the 
morphology of sponge starts to change noticeably at about 35 °C. As the temperature is increased, the 
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rate of change is greater. The rate of change in ψ (dψ/dT) is quite rapid above 75 °C and continues 
during an isothermal anneal at 100 °C (see Figure 4b). The coarsening process in gold relies upon 
surface diffusion of the gold atoms and, like other diffusive processes, is thermally activated [1]. This 
means that the probability of a diffusive event occurring rises exponentially with an increase in 
temperature. Diffusion in gold is negligible at room temperature or below, but will be accelerated 
markedly as the temperature rises above room temperature. In our case the rate is clearly already quite 
appreciable at 100 °C. Figure 5 shows a series of SEM images, taken on samples annealed at 
increasingly higher temperatures in the experiment depicted in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Change in optical ψ value of sample as a proxy for its density, determined during 
in situ heating in an ellipsometer. Sample was deposited at ~300 °C with ~65% Al and was 
de-alloyed in 0.1 M NaOH for 2 min. (a) During ramp to 100 °C; (b) During isothermal 
heat treatment at 100 °C. 
 
Figure 5. Scanning electron microscope images of nanoporous showing the change in 
morphology of sponge as a function of annealing temperature, (a) as-deposited at ≈300 °C; 
(b) immediately after de-alloying; (c) after heating to 50 °C; (d) after heating to 100 °C;  
(e) after heating to 330 °C (0.1 M NaOH, de-alloyed for 1 min). 
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3.4. Metropolis Monte Carlo Modelling of Sponge Coarsening 
The Monte Carlo calculations were successful at simulating both de-alloying and coarsening. A 
series of cut-away views of a nanoporous sponge produced from a precursor containing 65 at.% Al is 
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that de-alloying at T = 0.18 begins with widespread pitting attack on 
the exposed surface, with the pits rapidly penetrating below the surface. In a relatively short time the 
sponge is comprised of interpenetrating ligaments and cavities through to its inert substrate. The 
sponge then slowly coarsened when it was subsequently annealed at T = 0.4. The ratio of surface atoms 
to total number of atoms (which is a proxy for specific surface area) decreased, in all of the sponges, at 
a rate that was dependent on both time and temperature (see Figure 7a). Associated with this 
coarsening was a change in the morphology of the sponges. In Figure 7b, we plot the proportion of 
surface patches with negative Gaussian curvature (which indicate saddle points) against the proportion 
of surface patches with positive mean curvature (which indicate generally convex features, including 
saddle points in which positive mean curvature dominates). It is clear that the model sponges produced 
from precursors with between 60 and 85 at.% Al all started off as foams, with an abundance of 
percolating holes, tunnels, and cavities of overall negative mean curvature. However, as the coarsening 
proceeded, the sponges reorganized. Those produced from the precursors of 60% to 75% Al rearranged 
into the classic bi-vermicular fibrous sponge morphology which has an abundance of saddle points and 
an overall positive mean curvature. In contrast, the sponges produced by de-alloying the 80 and  
85 at.% Al precursors, however, were not dense enough to stabilize the fibrous structure and the solid 
material within them collapsed into approximately spherical blobs, to produce a granular sponge. In 
the case of the model sponge produced from the 85 at.% Al precursor it is clear that, if annealing is 
carried on long enough, the structure will eventually lose percolation as it morphs into an ensemble of 
spherical blobs (see Figure 8). Experimental evidence for such de-percolated sponges has been found 
for the case Pt sponge [39] and this places an upper limit on how much Al may be in the precursor if a 
reasonably percolated and mechanical robust sponge is desired. 
 
Figure 6. Results of Monte Carlo simulation of the evolution of sponge morphology with 
time for the case of a sponge prepared from precursor containing 65 at.% Al. (a) Change in 
morphology at T = 0.18 as de-alloying proceeds, (b) Change in morphology at T = 0.40 as 
sponge is annealed. 




Figure 7. Changes in morphology in model sponges prepared from precursors containing 
between 60 and 85 at.% Al, as a function of Monte Carlo annealing time at T = 0. (a) ratio 
of surface atoms to total atoms; (b) average Gaussian curvature (<G>) plotted against 
average “mean curvature” (<M>) for the sponges shown in (a). Simulations start in the 
bottom left quadrant and sponge evolve towards more positive values of <M>. 
 
Figure 8. Effect of 10,000 Monte Carlo annealing sweeps at T = 0.4 on the morphology of 
model de-alloyed sponges prepared using series of precursors containing from 60 to  
85 at.% Al (top view). 




The catalytic capabilities of mesoporous/nanoporous gold have been known since 2001. The early 
work focused on the properties of “Raney gold”-type materials produced by de-alloying AuAlx.  
The compound AuAl2, also known as “purple gold” is an example of a suitable precursor. Raney gold 
is active for CO and NO oxidation, and NO reduction, however, optimization of the catalytic efficacy 
usually requires the presence of transition metal oxides in or on the nanoporous sponge. FexO, CoxO 
and hopcalite (MnxO/CuxO mixture) are examples of suitable metal oxides for enhancing the basic 
Raney gold catalyst. It is possible that the residual Al content of the plain sponge is oxidized and that 
the presence of this may contribute to the catalysis.  
Like other heterogeneous catalysts, the activity of Raney gold depends on its specific surface  
area—the greater the available surface then the more sites available on which the chemical reaction  
can be catalyzed. Unfortunately, nanoporous gold sponges, including Raney gold sponge, are thermally 
unstable. The relatively high surface tension of Au in combination with its oxide-free surface and a 
high surface diffusion coefficient cause these sponges to undergo thermally-activated coarsening. The 
result is a coarsening of the microstructure and a reduction in specific surface area. The clear 
implication is that Raney gold catalyst is susceptible to loss of catalytic efficacy due to coarsening, a 
thermally-activated process driven by time and temperature. However, the detrimental effects of loss of 
surface area can be offset by chemical changes to the catalyst surface. For example, in the present case 
it appears that changes to the FexO on the surface of sponge strongly promote conversion of CO as 
time elapses. It could be very worthwhile to identify what these critical factors are. 
The coarsening phenomenon can be followed using changes in the optical properties of the sponge 
as a proxy for changes in morphology. Coarsening is detectable at temperatures as low as 35 °C and is 
already quite significant at 100 °C. Monte Carlo simulations provide a suggested pathway for the 
evolution of specific surface area and sponge morphology with time and temperature. These 
simulations predict that the average “mean curvature” of sponges produced from precursors containing 
between 65 and 85 at.% Al will start off as negative (i.e., foamy), but will transition to positive as a 
fibrous bi-continuous morphology develops during coarsening. The ratio of surface to total atoms will 
decrease with time in all three types of sponge, particularly as the temperature is raised. 
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